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SIAM Book Proposal

Help us evaluate your proposal fairly and accurately by providing careful, complete responses. They will be read by non-technical people and applied mathematicians working in areas different than your own. 

In addition to the information outlined in this form, please provide a preface that describes the scope and aims of the book, a table of contents with a short description of each chapter, and a list of sample references. These materials and this form will be given to reviewers. Be sure to convey exactly what you are trying to do and whom you are trying to reach. Assume that reviewers know little about the importance of your topic.

Author Information

Please provide preferred contact information for all authors of this project.

Name:      
Title:      
Address:      


Affiliation:      


Telephone:      
Fax:      
Email:      
Name:      
Title:      
Address:      


Affiliation:      


Telephone:      
Fax:      
Email:      


Name:      
Title:      
Address:      


Affiliation:      


Telephone:      
Fax:      
Email:      


Name:      
Title:      
Address:      


Affiliation:      


Telephone:      
Fax:      
Email:      

Additional Authors:      

Book Information

Expected Month and Year of Completion:       Approximate # of Printed Pages for Final Book:       

How will you prepare your book?  

Title:      
Subtitle:      

Explain in layman’s terms what your book covers.
     

Why is there a need for this book?
     


List three distinctive features of your book and give reasons why your colleagues will want to purchase it. 
     

List the special techniques or new methods discussed in your book that may not appear in other texts.
     

Software Used to Create Art:      

# of 2-color figures(black + 1 color):         # of 4-color figures(black + 2 or more colors):      
# of Half Tones(B&W photos or line drawings w/grayscale):         # of Line Drawings(B&W only):      
Approximate Total # of Figures:      

Market Information

What are the prerequisites for understanding your book?
     

On what level do you plan to write your book?
     

Is your book appropriate for classroom use? If so, for which courses?
     

What application areas will be interested in your book?
     

What groups of engineers will be interested in your book?
     

Are there additional markets that will be interested in your book?
     

Please list, in order of importance, the journals that a potential buyer of your book reads.
     

Please list, in order of importance, the conferences that a potential buyer of your book reads.
     

Please list, in order of importance, the societies whose members are potential buyers of your book.
     

List any books that are similar to or compete with your own, in order of importance. Please provide the author, title, and publisher.
     

The following groups are used for selecting mailing lists within the ASA membership. Place a “*” by the ONE most appropriate code for your book. Place a “x” by up to FOUR secondary codes. 

      a. Bayesian statistical science
      b. Biometrics
      c. Biopharmaceuticals
      d. Business and economics
      e. Statistical computing
      f. Statistical consulting
      g. Statistical education
      h. Statistics and the environment
      i. Statistics in epidemiology
      j. Government statistics
      k. Statistical graphics
      l. Health policy statistics
      m. Statistics in marketing
      n. Physical and engineering sciences
      o. Quality and productivity
      p. Risk analysis
      q. Social statistics
      r. Statistics in sports
      s. Survey research methods
      t. Teaching of statistics in the health sciences


